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ANNEXE
Art Gallery of Ballarat, Australia

The Annexe expands the Art Gallery of Ballarat with a new 
frontage at the rear end of the complex to face an urban 
square and provides this regional centre with a statement 
events space for the city.  The project shifts across hybrid 
postures of public hall, verandah and bandstand, formally 
and programmatically recalling local typologies. Expanding 
the simple ‘events marquee’ brief into a flexible response to 
site and program provides an enclosed multi-purpose space 
for talks, workshops, installations and gallery functions. 
Operable glazed panels open the facade for summer openings 
and transform the project into a bandstand for public 
performances toward the adjacent plaza.

A modulated roof-scape and painted timber linings recall 
nineteenth century back of house spaces where humble, 
timber lined, saw-toothed additions stand in contrast to the 
grand facades of the main streets. A singular augmented 
horizontal plane, the roof connects inside to out, defines 
space and frames views. Cantilevered triangular awnings 
signal the new insertion in the civic context, forming 
interstitial verandahs and stepped seating to encourage 
public occupation of the plaza. Skylights of varying orientation 
and scale admit diffuse natural light, the striated pattern of 
timber boards shifting from solid to open at the extreme 
awning edges.  
 

Searle x Waldron make projects with equal parts intuition and reason, developing distinctive and 
inventive architecture. The projects aim to engage with site specificity and interact with strategic urban 
operations.  The practice’s design ambitions are tailored to all scales and typologies from small scale 
public realm projects to larger scale civic and urban plans.  They place a strong emphasis on uncovering 
opportunities where particular constraints and conditions become openings for design differentiation 
and catalysts for creative interventions. Their approach to design has seen the office win several 
international design competitions for public buildings and urban design in Europe and Asia. These 
include a ‘City Spatial Design & Mobility Centre’ project sponsored by UN-Habitat in Kosovo, and first 
round of ‘MoCAPE - Museum of Contemporary Art & Planning Exhibition’ in Shenzhen, China.  Searle 
x Waldron was co-founded in 2007 by Nick Searle and Suzannah Waldron and integrates architectural 
practice with research agendas through their involvement as design studio leaders at RMIT University.


